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ABSTRACT: The procedural standard for DNA profiling devel-
oped by the U.S. advisory board on DNA quality assurance meth-
ods mandates annual confirmation of forensic DNA measurement
systems against an appropriate reference material supplied by or
traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). NIST Standard Reference Material® (SRM®) 2390 is a suit-
able and appropriate standard for HaeIII restriction enzyme-based
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) profiling sys-
tems. Originally issued in 1992, an among-laboratory SRM 2390 re-
certification study was initiated in 1997. Using data provided by the
20 state, local, or commercial forensic laboratory participants,
quantitative band sizes values (expected mean values and associated
bivariate tolerance intervals) are established for two different-
source DNAs (female cell line K562 and healthy male “TAW”) for
genetic loci D1S7, D2S44, D4S139, D5S110, D10S28, and
D17S79. Methods for validating an RFLP measurement system,
validating a control material or other secondary standard, and for
tracing a particular set of RFLP measurements to NIST SRM 2390
are described in detail.
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HaeIII, Hinf I, D1S7, D2S44, D4S139, D5S110, D7S467, D7Z2,
D8S358, D10S28, D14S13, D17S26, D17S79, DYZI, standard ref-
erence material

The advisory board on DNA quality assurance methods (DAB)
was authorized in 1994 to assist the Director of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) in establishing quality assurance and profi-
ciency testing standards for forensic DNA testing laboratories (1).
Standard 9.5 of the procedural standards developed by the DAB
states “The laboratory shall check its DNA procedures annually or
whenever substantial changes are made to the protocol(s) against
an appropriate and available NIST standard reference material or
standard traceable to a NIST standard” (2).

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
provides three Standard Reference Materials® (SRM®) for DNA

testing: SRM 2390 for restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP) systems (3,4), SRM 2391 for polymerase chain reaction
based systems (5), and SRM 2392 for mitochondrial sequencing
(6). All three SRMs provide rigorously defined DNA materials
that are certified to have various characteristics of forensic inter-
est. Laboratories can demonstrate the validity of their DNA mea-
surements by comparison of their results to the certified values
provided with each SRM. They also can establish traceability
through direct comparison of the SRM and appropriate proposed
secondary standard materials through use of a validated measure-
ment system.

The values certified in SRMs 2391 and 2392 reflect qualitative
characteristics of the DNA materials themselves: allelic names for
selected short tandem repeat loci and the nucleotide sequence of se-
lected portions of the DNA, respectively. These characteristics are
independent of any specific measurement system. While advances
in DNA measurement technology may lead to certification of addi-
tional characteristics of these materials, we anticipate that these
materials will retain their utility to the forensic community for the
foreseeable future.

In contrast, the values certified in SRM 2390 reflect characteris-
tics of both its DNA materials and the specific RFLP protocols de-
veloped by the FBI and members of the Technical Working Group
for DNA Analysis Methods (TWGDAM) (7,8). The quantitative
measurement characteristic (“band size”) of a RFLP fragment is a
function of the electrophoretic migration rate of each DNA frag-
ment (“band”) through a gel relative to the migration rates of
neighboring internal standard “sizing ladder” components (9,10).
The migration rate of a given band is predominantly proportional
to the logarithm of the number of nucleotide base pairs (bp) in-
cluded in the DNA fragment; however, nucleotide composition, se-
quence, and configuration also influence the migration rate (11).
The relative rates of target and sizing ladder band migration can be
differentially affected by virtually every post-extraction RFLP
variable (12,13). We do not expect the currently certified charac-
teristics of SRM 2390 to have forensic utility beyond current RFLP
technology. However, given the number of RFLP profiles collected
over the past decade, we do anticipate that RFLP measurements
will continue for a number of years.

This report is intended to help U.S. forensic laboratories inter-
pret and comply with the quality assurance requirements mandated
by the DAB standards. The following sections describe the DNA
components of SRM 2390 in detail and present methods for docu-
menting RFLP measurement traceability to SRM 2390.
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Experimental

SRM 2390 consists of 20 consumable materials required for
evaluating HaeIII-based RFLP measurement systems. It was de-
signed to aid analysts qualitatively “troubleshoot” measurement
difficulties as well as providing quantitative reference values for
well characterized human DNA from two sources. Three different
forms of DNA from both sources are provided to enable isolation
of the extraction and HaeIII-digestion components of a RFLP pro-
tocol; these forms are: cell pellet (“cell”), extracted but undigested
genomic DNA (“genomic”), and HaeIII restriction digest (“pre-
cut”). Component 12, 13, and 14 of SRM 2390 are cell, genomic,
and precut samples derived from the immortal female myeloge-
nous leukemia cell line K562. Components 15, 16, and 17 are cell,
genomic, and precut samples derived from white blood cells do-
nated by healthy male donor “TAW.”

The K562 and TAW components were obtained from separate
commercial sources.

1991 Certification Study

The measurements used in the original certification of the K562
and TAW HaeIII RFLP band sizes were provided by a NIST-spon-
sored among-laboratory study initiated in 1991 and completed in
1992. Twenty-nine private, local, state, provincial, and U.S. and
Canadian federal laboratories participated in this material certifica-
tion exercise. Participants were asked to return band sizes for the
three K562 and three TAW samples for D2S44 and as many other
loci as they could work into their schedules. One participant re-
ported results for two somewhat different protocols; one laboratory
reported results from five analyses. Sufficient results were reported
to certify HaeIII RFLP band sizes at loci D1S7, D2S44, D4S139,
D10S28, and D17S79. Details of this study are reported elsewhere
(3).

Each certified value consisted of the expected band size in bp
and an associated 95%/95% statistical tolerance interval. The ex-
pected values for the K562 and TAW DNA were calculated as the
grand mean of the means of the cell, genomic, and precut samples.
The tolerance intervals for the two DNAs were established using an
analysis of variance design that appropriately allocated degrees of
freedom to known within- and among-laboratory effects. With
95% confidence, at least 95% of measurements on SRM 2390 com-
ponents made by a laboratory using RFLP protocols similar to
those used by the laboratories in the study are expected to fall
within the stated tolerance interval.

1997 Recertification Study

Twenty U.S. private, local, and state forensic laboratories par-
ticipated in the among-laboratory SRM 2390 recertification exer-
cise. Participation was solicited at DNA methodology conferences
in June and September of 1997. SRM 2390 sets were provided to
laboratories as they confirmed their intent to participate, starting in
August 1997. The participants were asked to use their “normal”
casework RFLP protocol, using as many of the SRM components
as they could, and to report any observed anomalies in addition to
the quantitative band sizes.

Data were entered into the master database at NIST as soon as
they became available. Any missing, misrecorded, or anomalous
information was obtained, corrected, or discussed with the partici-
pant. Participants who included their own K562 control material in
the same gel as the SRM 2390 samples were requested to provide
the band sizes for this material. To ensure that the K562-related

band sizes were representative of routine measurement perfor-
mance, participants were also requested to provide a statistical
summary of their K562 casework data collected during “about the
past two years.” All laboratories receiving an SRM set provided
their results and all other requested information. Table 1 lists the
laboratories that participated in this exercise.

One participant provided two sets of data for the same gel, one
set measured using the sizing ladder supplied with SRM 2390 and
the other using the laboratory’s routine ladder; only the values ob-
tained with the SRM 2390 set are included in the data analysis.
Several of the participants reported the average values of two or
more independent analyses of the same images. Previous studies
have documented that the variation attributable just to image anal-
ysis is a relatively small fraction of the observed among-laboratory
variation for bands of size less than about 10 000 bp (9,14). All 20
data sets have therefore been given the same statistical weight in
our analyses.

1997 NIST Quality Assurance Measurements

Ten SRM 2390 sets were examined at NIST to assay the perfor-
mance of all SRM components. Autoradiograms for the six DNA
samples were obtained at locus D5S110 to document the perfor-
mance characteristics of all components of SRM 2390. Since NIST
neither routinely performs forensic casework nor routinely per-
forms RFLP analyses, the NIST sizing data are not included in the
analysis of the among-laboratory data.

TABLE 1—Participants in the 1997 SRM 2390 recertification study.

Participating Laboratory Location

Arizona Department of Public Safety Crime
Laboratory DNA Unit

Broward County Sheriff’s Office—Crime
Laboratory

Connecticut State Police Forensic Science
Laboratory DNA Unit

Illinois State Police, Forensic Science Center at
Chicago

Illinois State Police, Springfield Forensic Science
Laboratory

Indianapolis-Marion County Forensic Services
Agency

Kentucky State Police Crime Laboratory
LabCorp, Forensic Identity Testing
Maryland State Police Crime Laboratory
Metro-Dade Police Department Crime Laboratory

Bureau
Minnesota Department of Public Safety Bureau of

Criminal Apprehension
New York State Police Forensic Investigation

Center
North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation

Crime Laboratory
Orange County Sheriff-Coroner Department DNA

Laboratory
Pennsylvania State Police DNA Laboratory
South Carolina Law Enforcement Division DNA

Laboratory
Vermont Forensic Laboratory, Department of

Public Safety
Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory—

Seattle
Washoe County Sheriff’s Office Crime Laboratory
Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory—Milwaukee

Phoenix, AZ

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Meriden, CT

Chicago, IL

Springfield, IL

Indianapolis, IN

Frankfort, KY
RTP, NC
Pikesville, MD
Miami, FL

St. Paul, MN

Albany, NY

Raleigh, NC

Santa Ana, CA

Greensburg, PA
Columbia, SC

Waterbury, VT

Seattle, WA

Reno, NV
Milwaukee, WI



Results and Discussion

Table 2 lists the numbers of participants providing HaeIII band
sizes for all genetic loci reported in the 1991 and the 1997 material
certification studies and summary statistics for all 1997 measure-
ments. Figure 1 displays all K562 measurements reported in the
1997 recertification study for the six most commonly reported loci:
D1S7, D2S44, D4S139, D5S110, D10S28, and D17S79. Figure 2
likewise displays all TAW data from the 1997 study for these loci.
Each of the scattergram components of these figures is a modified
single locus charts (SLC), displaying both measurements and data
quality metrics for a given locus for a given source of DNA (15).
The quality metrics displayed are the 95%/95% tolerance boxes for
the 1991 certification study, 95%/95% bivariate tolerance ellipses
for the 1997 recertification study, and 99% bivariate tolerance el-
lipses predicted from our analysis of the forensic proficiency test
data. Detailed discussions of all statistical calculations are provided
in following sections.

Figure 3 provides an alternative display of the same K562 and
TAW data shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Rather than segregating the data
by DNA source and locus, each of the scattergram components of
Fig. 3 is a laboratory performance chart (LPC) displaying all mea-
surements reported by a given participant relative to a correlation-
adjusted 99% tolerance ellipse (16). In essence, each LPC in Fig. 3
is an overlay of all 12 SLCs in Figs. 1 and 2 showing just the data
reported by the given participant. The LPCs in Fig. 3 are sorted in
order of increasing apparent precision.

Outlier Data

Two sets of K562 data identify “outlier samples” in both Fig. 1
(the “boxed” values) and Fig. 3 (participants 97-01 and 97-05). All
the values for these two samples are unusual with respect to all of
the other data for that sample and to the other data provided by that
participant. None of these data are used in any quantitative analy-
sis. No other data are obviously inconsistent either by locus/source
class (Figs. 1 and 2) or participant (Fig. 3).

Participant 97-01’s SRM 2390 component 12 (K562 cell pellet)
values are unusually large at all five loci reported; the value of at
least one band of each pair is exterior to some or all measurement

tolerance limits for three of the five loci reported by this partici-
pant. Visual inspection of the autoradiograms provided by the par-
ticipant established that the width and optical density of all bands
for this sample are very much greater than for the other sample and
sizing ladder bands. Sizing of such “blowout” bands is known to be
problematic (12). Inspection of all other autoradiograms and
chemilumograms supplied by study participants confirmed that all
other samples were in relative balance with each other and the siz-
ing ladders.

Participant 97-05’s K562 control data are unusually small at all
six loci reported, although all values are within all tolerance limits.
This participant sized the control K562 bands using the ladder sup-
plied in the SRM 2390 set while using their own (nominally iden-
tical) ladder for all other samples. Visual inspection of the autora-
diograms reveals that the SRM 2390 ladder (lanes 1 and 4, very
dark bands; lane 1 bands “smile” upwards to the gel edge) were off-
set from the participant’s (lanes 3, 5, 9, 13, 14; light bands) while
the participant’s control K562 bands (lane 2) aligned well with the
SRM K562 bands (lanes 6, 7, 8). While the low control band sizes
suggest some systematic protocol effect involving the SRM 2390
ladder and/or gel geometry, there is thus no evidence of true dif-
ferences between the SRM 2390 and the participant’s K562 values.

Differences Among Cell, Genomic, and Precut Samples

Other than the outlier samples described above, Fig. 3 provides
no evidence of within-laboratory measurement differences be-
tween K562 and TAW samples. However, the values reported for
the cell (components 12 and 15), genomic (13 and 16), and precut
(14 and 17) samples are not completely random within the SLCs of
Figs. 1 and 2; in particular, the precut component measurements
tend to be somewhat larger than those for cell and genomic com-
ponents. The precut measurements in the 1991 certification study
data are similarly somewhat larger (12).

The relatively constant discordances (offsets from the center)
visible in many of the Fig. 3 LPCs reflect systematic among-labo-
ratory measurement differences that affect all samples. Figure 4
presents the 1991 and 1997 data for K562 and TAW SRM 2390
components as differences between the cell and genomic compo-
nent measurements and between the precut and genomic measure-
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TABLE 2—Statistical summary of 1997 SRM 2390 K562 and TAW band size measurements.

Number of Cell Line K562 TAW
Participants

X
–

1 S
–

1 X
–

2 S
–

2 X
–

1 S
–

1 X
–

2 S
–

2

Locus 1991 1997 Kn97
bi95/95

(bp) (bp) (bp) (bp) R
–

(bp) (bp) (bp) (bp) R
–

D1S7 16 20 11.9 4585 29.9 4237 23.6 0.88 7773 63.2 6886 41.3 0.82
D2S44 29 20 11.9 2905 19.5 1788 14.3 0.81 3711 23.2 1288 8.7 0.65
D4S139 19 20 11.9 6474 49.2 3440 22.2 0.78 10854 117 8185 64.7 0.71
D5S110 0 17 13.2 3700 23.2 2926 17.4 0.85 3343 20.4 1444 11.5 0.60
D10S28 17 19 12.3 1754 11.4 1180 9.7 0.83 3935 24.5 1788 10.2 0.82
D17S79 12 15 14.5 1979 14.8 1514 11.2 0.88 1753 11.2 1515 11.7 0.95
D7S467 0 5 … 4677 … 3217 … … 4496 … 4339 … …
D7Z2* 1 1 … 2736 … … … … 2747 … … … …
D8S358 0 1 … 5878 … 1303 … … 3417 … 2383 … …
D14S13† 0 2 … 1642 … … … … 1579 … … … …
D17S26 1 1 … 4823 … 1358 … … 5514 … 4852 … …
DYZ1‡ 1 1 … … … … … … 3571 … … … …

All symbols are defined in text.
* Human-specific monomorphic locus having a known sequence of length 2731 bp.
† Both K562 and TAW are apparent homozygotes at this locus.
‡ Y-chromosome locus.
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FIG. 1—Single locus charts (SLC) for K562 components in the 1997 SRM 2390 recertification study. Each SLC displays all reported band sizes for the
three K562 components of SRM 2390 for one genetic locus, plotting the smaller band size of each pair against the larger. Each SLC is centered on the av-
erage values for the 51 sets of 1991 through 1997 proficiency test data; both axes of each SLC span 65 standard deviations observed for these proficiency
test data. The measurements pairs reported for component 12 (cellular pellet) are denoted “c,” those for component 13 (genomic) are denoted “g,” and
those for component 14 (HaeIII precut) are denoted “p.” The open squares identify measurement pairs for two different “outlier samples.” The three open
circles denote the mean proficiency test values (“P”), the certified values for the 1991 study (“O”), and the certified values for the 1997 study (“N”). The
light-line ellipse represents the 99% tolerance region for proficiency test data from 1991 through 1997. The dashed-line box represents the univariate
95%/95% tolerance region for the 1991 study. The dark-line ellipse represents the 95%/95% tolerance region for the 1997 study. No measurements for lo-
cus D5S110 were reported in the 1991 study.
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FIG. 2—Single locus charts (SLC) for TAW components in the 1997 SRM 2390 recertification study. These SLCs are similar to those in Fig. 1, with each
SLC centered on the average of the 1991 and 1997 material certification study measurements and both axes of each SLC spanning 65 standard deviations
predicted using Eq 9. The measurement pairs reported for component 15 (cellular pellet) are denoted “c,” those for component 16 (genomic) are denoted
“g,” and those for component 17 (HaeIII precut) are denoted “p.” The two open circles denote the mean proficiency test values (“P”), the certified values
for the 1991 study (“O”), and the certified values for the 1997 study (“N”). The light-line ellipse represents the 99% tolerance region for proficiency test
data from 1991 through 1997. The dashed-line box represents the univariate 95%/95% tolerance region for the 1991 study. The dark-line ellipse repre-
sents the 95%/95% tolerance region for the 1997 study.
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FIG. 3—Laboratory performance charts (LPC) for participants in 1997 SRM 2390 recertification study. Each LPC displays all reported band sizes re-
ported by one participant. The LPCs are presented in order of increasing apparent precision; this ordering is not related to the alphabetized listing of Table
1. The smaller band size of each measurement pair is plotted against the larger; each measurement is first standardized to the average value for the par-
ticular band and the standard deviation predicted by Eq 9. Each LPC is centered on the average measurement values for the 1997 recertification study;
both axes of each LPC span 65 predicted standard deviations. The K562 components of SRM 2390 are denoted as solid circles, the TAW components as
open diamonds, and the participant’s cell line K562 control as “x.”



ments. These relative differences remove among-participant dis-
cordance variability from the data, enabling better evaluation of
among component measurement differences. The measured band
sizes in the cell components are slightly smaller than in genomic
components, while the measured sizes in precut components are
larger than in the genomic. The differences between the precut and
genomic measurements are also more variable than those between
the cell and genomic.

We believe that the observed measurement differences among
the components are largely attributable to subtle composition dif-
ferences in the loading buffers used with the different samples,
since proprietary preservatives are included in commercial precut
DNA solutions. Since there is the potential for band size measure-
ments of precut DNA to be biased relative to samples that are ex-
tracted and/or digested in the same manner as evidential and refer-
ence samples, none of the precut component measurements are
used to estimate the expected K562 and TAW band sizes. Although
the precut component measurements average just slightly larger
than the certified values (and within the measurement tolerance

limits), the SRM 2390 certified values are strictly valid only for the
cell and genomic components.

Expected Band Sizes

The band sizes listed in Table 2 are the mean of the mean cell and
mean genomic component valid measurements. The mean for a
given component “j” is estimated

Xd,bj 5 ∑
nd,j

i51

xd,bji/nd,j (1)

where subscript d specifies the DNA source (K562 or TAW), , the
genetic locus, b the band (1 or 2), i the participant; xd,bji are the in-
dividual measurements reported for component j; and nd,j is the
number of valid measurements. The expected band size for the
DNA source is estimated

Xw 5 Xwd,b 5 (Xd,bc 1 Xd,bg)/2 (2)

where subscript c specifies the cell component and g the genomic
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FIG. 4—Differences among cell, genomic, and precut components of SRM 2390. These four scattergrams display all (cell–genomic) and (precut–ge-
nomic) measurement differences for K562 and TAW DNAs for each participant in the 1991 and the 1997 material certification studies. The standard de-
viation-normalized difference for the smaller band size of each measurement pair is plotted against that of the larger. The (cell–genomic) differences are
denoted “c”; the dark-line ellipses are the minimum area ellipsoids for covering 80% of these differences. The (precut–genomic) differences are denoted
“p”; the light-line ellipses are the minimum area ellipsoids for covering 80% of these differences. The open circles denote the mean values of the two dif-
ferences for each DNA in the two studies.
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and Xw is the generic symbol when the specific DNA source, locus,
and band do not require specification. Values of Xw are provided for
all bands reported by any participant in the 1997-recertification
study.

Expected Band Size Standard Deviations

The expected band size standard deviations listed in Table 2 rep-
resent the pooled variance for the individual cell, genomic, and pre-
cut component measurements. The standard deviation for a given
component j is estimated

Sd,b 5 1!∑
nd§,j

i51
§(x§d,§bj§i 2§ X§d,§bj§)2§/(§n§d,§j 2§ 1§)§ (3)

The expected standard deviation for the DNA source is estimated

Sw 5 Swd,b

5 !1 §§§ (4)

where subscript p specifies the precut component and Sw is the
generic symbol for the expected among-laboratory standard devia-
tion for replicate measurements of one particular band. Inclusion of
the precut measurements improves the reliability of these estimates
of within- and among-participant measurement variability. Values
of Sw are provided only for bands reported by 15 or more participants
in the 1997 recertification study.

Expected Bivariate Correlations

The expected correlations listed in Table 2 represent the ob-
served correlation between the ordered pair of band measurements
made at each locus, pooled over the cell, genomic, and precut com-
ponents. The bivariate correlation for a given component j is esti-
mated

Rd,j 5 (5)

where subscript 1 designates the larger (“high”) band and 2 desig-
nates the smaller (“low”) band of the ordered pair. The expected
correlation is pooled over the three different components using
Fisher’s normality transformation (17)

Rw 5 Rwd,

5 tanh 1 2 (6)

where tanh is the hyperbolic tangent, tanh21 is the “atanh” inverse
hyperbolic tangent, and Rw is the generic symbol for the expected
among-laboratory correlation between replicate {x1, x2} measure-
ments pairs of one particular locus. Rw values are provided only for
loci reported by 15 or more participants in the 1997 recertification
study.

95%/95% Tolerance Limits

The 1991 study established univariate 95%/95% tolerance inter-
vals for individual bands. The “boxes” in Figs. 1 and 2 present the
acceptance regions defined by simultaneous application of these
univariate intervals to both bands at each locus. The ellipses in

tanh21 (Rd,c) 1 tanh21 (Rd,g) 1 tanh21 (Rd,p)
}}}}}

3

∑
nd,j

i51

(xd,1ji 2 Xd,1j)(xd,2ji 2 Xd,2j)

}}}}
(nd,j 2 1)Sd,1jSd,2j

(nd,c 2 1)S2
d,bc 1 (nd,g 2 1)S2

d,bg 1 (nd,p 2 1)S2
d,bp

}}}}}}
nd,c 1 nd,g 1 nd,p 2 3

Figs. 1, 2, and 3 present more representative bivariate tolerance
limits.

For normally distributed replicate measurements, the univariate
95%/95% tolerance interval contains 95% of all valid members of
that distribution with 95% confidence. A given measurement, x, is
within the interval when

}
| x 2

Sw
Xw |

} # Kn
uni95/95

(7)

where Kn
uni95/95

is the two-tailed critical factor for Xw and Sw estimated
from n measurements (18). Similarly, if the distribution of a set of
replicate measurement pairs is bivariate normal, the bivariate
95%/95% tolerance interval contains 95% of all valid member
pairs of that distribution with 95% confidence. A given measure-
ment pair, {x1,x2}, is within the tolerance region when

#Kn
bi95/95

(8)

where Kn
bi95/95

is the bivariate critical factor for all parameters esti-
mated from n measurement pairs (19). Details on the construction
of the tolerance ellipses and estimation of the critical values are
provided elsewhere (15). The bivariate critical values for the 1997
SRM 2390 recertification study are listed in Table 2.

99% Tolerance Limits

In the second part of this series, we report our analysis of cell line
K562 data from 51 forensic proficiency tests conducted from 1991
through 1997 (20). The numbers of measurement pairs ($1000
pairs per locus) are sufficient to define the bivariate distribution of
the six most commonly reported HaeIII loci robustly. The distribu-
tion of the central 90% to 95% of measurement pairs at each locus
is well approximated as bivariate normal; the remaining data are
further from the distribution center than expected (the distributions
have “heavier tails”). We find that 99% of all the qualitatively valid
proficiency measurements for these loci fall inside ellipses having
a bivariate critical factor of 14.2 (i.e., the left side of Eq 8 # 14.2).
We expect, with 100% confidence, that 99% of all valid cell line
K562 measurement results will be within these empirical 99% tol-
erance ellipses regardless of the source or form of the K562 DNA.

The SRM 2390 results for K562 in Fig. 1 are displayed relative
to these empirical distributions. The 95%/95% and 99% tolerance
regions are remarkably similar, with the 95%/95% regions nearly
completely contained within the corresponding 99% regions. All
valid SRM 2390 K562 measurements are well inside the 99% el-
lipse. The mean band sizes for SRM 2390 K562 (center of the
95%/95% ellipse) are identical to slightly smaller than the mean for
all proficiency test cell line control K562 (center of the 99% el-
lipse) and the correlation between the two bands at each locus is
greater (manifest in the relative ratios of the minor to the major
axes of the two ellipses).

While there is no proficiency test data available for TAW-source
DNA, approximate 99% tolerance regions can be estimated using
previously established empirical relationships. The expected
among-laboratory measurement standard deviation for a given
RFLP band can be estimated from the mean size of the band (9,14)

S(Xw) 5 7.5 3 11 1 }
19

Xw
500
}27.1

(9)

1}x1 2

Sw1

Xw1
}22

1 1}x2 2

Sw2

Xw2
}22

2 2Rw 1}x1 2

Sw1

Xw1
}2 1}x2 2

Sw2

Xw2
}2

}}}}}}
1 2 Rw 2



Figure 5 displays Sw versus Xw for the K562 and TAW 1997 recerti-
fication study and for the K562 proficiency test data. Both sets of
Sw have the same qualitative dependence on Xw, with the Sw for the re-
certification data somewhat smaller than observed with the profi-
ciency data and/or predicted by Eq 9. The expected within-labora-
tory correlation between {x1, x2} RFLP measurement pairs at one
locus is an approximate function of the band size difference (15,21)

R(Xw1, Xw2) 5 0.72 2 30.65 3 log10 1}
X
Xw
w

1

2
}24 (10)

Since measurement biases among the laboratories generally inflate
observed correlation, Eq 10 should provide a lower bound for
among-laboratory correlations. Figure 6 displays Rw versus Xw for the
1997 recertification study and for the K562 proficiency test data.
All the observed Rw display similar patterns of declining correlation
with increasing difference in band size. All the proficiency test
K562 correlations are smaller than observed in the 1997 recertifi-
cation study. While the Rw for more-variable-than-expected loci
D1S7 and D5S110 proficiency test measurements are underesti-
mated, Eq 10 adequately predicts the other proficiency test corre-
lations.

We define the approximate 99% confidence ellipses for TAW to
be centered on the average of the 1991 and 1997 certified band
sizes, to have the standard deviations predicted by Eq 9, to have the
between-band correlation predicted by Eq 10, and to have the crit-
ical elliptical factor of 14.2 observed for the K562 proficiency test

data. The SRM 2390 results for TAW in Fig. 2 are displayed rela-
tive to these approximate distributions. Table 3 lists all required
99% tolerance parameter values for both K562 and TAW DNA.

Traceability

All of the non-DNA components of SRM 2390 are provided to
assist analysts troubleshoot intermediate stages of their HaeIII
RFLP procedure. Only after the reliability of the complete mea-
surement system is well established should traceability validation
measurements be performed. There are three laboratory prerequi-
sites necessary for establishing that a particular set of RFLP mea-
surements are traceable to NIST SRM 2390: (1) a validated RFLP
measurement system, (2) validated control material(s), either K562
and/or in-house DNA, and (3) a compilation of all relevant mea-
surements of all control material(s).

RFLP Measurement System Validation

Aliquots of the two SRM 2390 cell pellets components, 12 and
15, should be regarded as “normal” samples. Aliquots of the two
genomic extract components, 13 and 16, should be appropriately
diluted and regarded as “normal” DNA extracts. To the maximum
extent possible, all four components should be treated and sized as
if they were typical samples. All resulting band sizes should match
the SRM 2390 certified values to within the stated 95%/95% bi-
variate tolerances (Table 2); the closer the measurements are to the
certified values (the centers of the ellipses) the better. If any mea-
surement pair is outside its tolerance ellipse, the RFLP measure-
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FIG. 5—Among-laboratory standard deviation as a function of band
size. The large solid circles denote the pooled among-laboratory standard
deviations for the twelve bands of the commonly reported HaeIII loci
(D1S7, D2S44, D4S139, D5S110, D10S28, and D17S79) for the three SRM
2390 K562 components. The open diamonds denote the same quantities for
the three TAW components. The small solid circles denote the total stan-
dard deviation observed for K562 control data reported in 51 proficiency
tests conducted from 1991 through 1997. The solid line denotes the ex-
pected relationship (Eq 9) between among-laboratory standard deviation
and band size.

FIG. 6—Between-band correlation as a function of band size differ-
ences. The large solid circles denote the pooled {band1, band2} correla-
tion observed for the six commonly reported HaeIII loci for the three SRM
2390 K562 components. The open diamonds denote the same quantity for
the three TAW components. The small solid circles denote the correlations
observed for the proficiency test K562 control data. The solid line denotes
the expected relationship (Eq 10) between within-laboratory correlation
and the ratio band1/band2.
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ment system is not adequately similar to the systems used to certify
SRM 2390. The cause(s) of the measurement discordance should
be identified and corrected before again attempting measurement
system validation.

Plotting the observed measurement pairs in SLC scattergrams
similar to those in Figs. 1 and 2 or as an LPC similar to those in Fig.
3 quantitatively demonstrates measurement validity. Detailed in-
structions for preparing SLC and LPC graphical tools are provided
elsewhere (15,16).

Cell Line K562 Control Material Validation

Laboratories that routinely use a cell line K562-derived material
for RFLP control can directly validate their control material against
the SRM 2390 cell and genomic K562 components. One or more
aliquots of the K562 control should be treated and sized along with
the SRM 2390 K562 materials. The band sizes for the control
should be very similar to the band sizes measured for the cell and
genomic SRM K562 components; all of the band sizes should
match the certified values within the 95%/95% bivariate toler-
ances.

A laboratory’s routine K562 control measurements can be used
to establish that the SRM 2390-validated control material mea-
surements are truly “typical.” Nearly all valid routine measurement
pairs should be within the 99% bivariate tolerance ellipses (Table
3); the more tightly clustered the measurements are about the SRM
2390 K562 measurements the better.

Many of the participants in the 1997 interlaboratory recertifica-
tion study included their laboratory’s cell line K562 control mate-
rial along with the SRM 2390 DNA components. Several of these
laboratories also supplied their recent casework K562 control mea-
surements. Figure 7 displays the quantitative validation of one lab-
oratory’s (“97-15” in Fig. 3) K562 control measurements. These
SLC scattergrams simultaneously establish the close similarity of
the K562 control material to the SRM 2390 cell and genomic K562
components and the similarity of the measurements of all three ma-
terials to the control measurements in routine casework. The inner
ellipses are 95%/95% tolerance limits for the laboratory’s case-
work control measurements, using calculated (Eq 10) rather than
measured within-locus correlation.

Non-K562 Control and Secondary Standard Validation

DNA materials from sources other than cell line K562 also can
be validated for use as a HaeIII RFLP control or secondary stan-

dard through indirect comparison to SRM 2390 K562 and TAW
components. The non-K562 material(s) must first be thoroughly
characterized and shown to reliably provide bands of very repro-
ducible size in a number (the more the better, but at least five) of
different gels. One or more aliquots of the non-K562 material(s)
should be treated and sized along with the SRM 2390 K562 and
TAW cell and genomic components. The band sizes for all SRM
2390 K562 and TAW components must match their certified val-
ues. The band sizes of the non-K562 material(s) must be typical of
routine measurements.

Figure 8 demonstrates the use of a modified LPC in combination
with SLCs to quantitatively document indirect validation of a “non-
K562” DNA (we use the same K562 control material measure-
ments presented in Fig. 7 for this example, treating the measure-
ments as if they are unrelated to cell line K562). The LPC shown at
the upper left establishes the validity of the SRM 2390 K562 and
TAW component measurements relative to their SRM certified
band sizes and the expected among-laboratory measurement stan-
dard deviations. The SLC for each locus establishes that the vali-
dation measurements of the “non-K562” material are representa-
tive of routine measurements of this material relative to the mean
of the routine measurements and the expected among-laboratory
standard deviations.

Control Measurement Validation

After the RFLP measurement system and all control materials
have been validated, a set of RFLP measurements derived from a
given gel can be traced to NIST SRM 2390 by comparison of the
gel’s control measurements to the SRM-validated control measure-
ments. The same quantitative tools used to validate the control ma-
terials can be used to demonstrate traceability. All but one set of
measurements in Figs. 7 and 8 are tightly clustered and well cen-
tered in the tolerance ellipses and are therefore validly traceable to
NIST SRM 2390. There is one set of measurements that is not rep-
resentative of this laboratory’s typical measurement performance;
unless a specific problem affecting just the control material can be
identified, none of the measurements from this gel should be con-
sidered validly traceable.
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–
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–
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D1S7 14.2 4583 39 4234 36 0.82 7768 82 6881 65 0.69
D2S44 14.2 2912 19 1792 13 0.69 3712 26 1291 12 0.42
D4S139 14.2 6505 50 3447 22 0.54 10862 174 8200 91 0.64
D5S110 14.2 3720 24 2941 22 0.79 3343 24 1444 13 0.48
D10S28 14.2 1758 12 1185 11 0.63 3929 28 1788 14 0.50
D17S79 14.2 1984 14 1522 13 0.72 1755 14 1517 13 0.68

All symbols are defined in text.
* Established using cell line K562 control proficiency test data, Part 2 of this series (20).
† Expected means are average of 1991 and 1997 certified values; standard deviations are calculated with Eq 9, correlations with Eq 10.
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FIG. 7—Direct demonstration of cell line K562 control measurement traceability. These SLCs simultaneously display one participant’s (“97-05”)
{band1, band2} measurements for SRM 2390 K562 cell and genomic components (open circles), the participant’s K562 cell line control included in the
SRM gel (dark circle), and the participant’s casework K562 control measurements for 1997 (triangles). Each SLC plots the smaller band size of each pair
against the larger, is centered on the proficiency test average, and is scaled to span 65 proficiency test standard deviations. The dark-line ellipse repre-
sents the 99% proficiency test tolerance region; the light-line ellipse represents the 95%/95% tolerance region for the participant’s casework measure-
ments. The open squares highlight one atypical set of casework control measurements.
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FIG. 8—Indirect demonstration of “non-K562” control measurement traceability. This combination of LPC and SLCs also simultaneously displays one
participant’s SRM and control measurements, using the identical data displayed in Fig. 7 but analyzed as if the control material were not derived from cell
line K562. The LPC is defined as in Fig. 3 with the exception that only the mean of the cell and genomic values is displayed. Each SLC displays “non-
K562” control measurements made in the SRM gel (large solid triangle) along with the routine casework measurements for this material (open triangles).
Each SLC is centered on the casework control average and is scaled to span 65 expected standard deviations of those average band sizes (Eq 9). The dark-
line ellipse represents the approximate 99% tolerance region expected for these average sizes; the light-line ellipse represents the 95%/95% tolerance re-
gion for the casework control measurements. The open squares highlight one atypical set of casework control measurements.
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